
company / stamp

place, date, signature

telephone / fax

postal code / city

street / building number

A selection of samples is available for a fee of €20, which will be refun-
ded against your first order. Contact us for a quote for collective orders. If 
you cannot find the casings you need in our standard range, please call 
our service hotline +49 (0) 2831 2746. We look forward to helping you!

contact person

NicoFibrous®NicoFibrous nature®
T h e f I b r o u s C A s I n g

Our bank details for the advance payment option:  
Account holder: nicolaisen Casing & Packaging gmbh
bank: sparkasse Krefeld
IbAn: De92 3205 0000 0324 1355 32
bIC: sPKrDe33XXX

 nominal caliber  stuffing caliber mm
 36 37,5
 38 40
 41 41
 43 43,5
 44 45
 45 47,5
 46 49
 48 50,5
 49 51
 49 51,5
 51 53,5
 52 55
 55 56,5
 56 58,5
 58 61,5
 59 62,5
 60 66,5
 60 67,5
 65 70,5
 68 71,5
 69 74,5
 70 76,5
 71 78
 73 80
 75 82
 78 84
 80 88

 nominal caliber stuffing caliber mm
 83 90
 85 92,5
 87 94
 88 96,5
 90 97,5
 93 101
 95 103,5
 102 105,5
 105 107,5
 107 109
 108 111
 110 114
 112 117
 115 119
 120 123,5
 125 128
 130 132
 132 134
 135 139
 137 143
 140 *
 150 *
 155 *
 165 *
 195 *
 200 *

Free delivery for orders of €1.000 or more!

Further products from our product range:
 nicostar 5 nicostar ring casing Pronature collagen casing nico-I-Peel cellulose casing Mb-7 shrink bag Cellulose-film

Manufacture
versions

Please mark
or fill in!

shirred

cuts

length of cuts

reels

printed

perforated

I agree that nicolaisen Casing & Packaging gmbh may store my personal data, 
but I may revoke it at any time.

* Please contact us.

The fibrous casing.
strong. Caliber stable. for various applications.

Casing & Packaging GmbH
Am Kapellhof 12
D-47608 geldern
Phone +49 2831 2746
fax +49 2831 980535
info@nicolaisen-casing.de
www.nicolaisen-casing.de

Available calibers of NicoFibrous nature® – also colored nature, black, white and further colors:

Your partner for consultation and development in the field of artificial casings and shrink bagsYour partner for consultation and development in the field of artificial casings and shrink bags

Delivery 

within 24 hours 

with in-stock 

product!



Fibrous casing 
for various applications:
NicoFibrous nature®

our nicofibrous casings are being produced under 
usage of a special, thin paper, made from selected 
abaca fibers.

This paper is produced as a continuous tube, which 
is impregnated with the desired coating for every 
application (i.e. slicer, ripening or easy peel).

Through the combination of finest, natural raw 
materials, our modern techniques of production 
and our strict quality control we guarantee following 
properties:

The advantages:

- excellent density and tensile strength
- outstanding caliber stability
- moderate permeability for humidity and smoke – 
 which are characteristic for a good fibrous casing
- outstanding ripening properties
- excellent machinability – even with high speed 
 stuffing
- simple formability and various possibilities of 
 confection
- simple disposal of waste (compostable)
- and many more

Areas of application:

- for cooked and smoked sausages
- ham, gammon
- processed and smoked cheese
- salami, peperoni, hard sausages

Possible confections:

  shirred printed
  cuts perforated
  reels 

NicoFibrous®

There are 5 types available 
for the various applications.

NicoFibrous nature - adhesive (1.2) is a fibrous casing 
with good adhesive properties, which is provided with a 
special adhesive inner coating during production, so that 
the casing with the filled product shrinks up to 40% 
during drying.
Typical applications are for salami and pepperoni with 
strong drying.
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Diameter

Pressure

Excellent calibre consistency NicoFibrous nature - regular (1.5) is a common fibrous 
casing used for smoked raw sausages (hard sausages), 
which are then coated (dipped) with e.g. pepper or 
cheese.

NicoFibrous nature - with slight adhesion (1.8) The areas 
of application for this casing are mainly for slicers, with 
minimal adhesion so that the casing does not detach 
from the sausage meat.

NicoFibrous nature - easy peel (2.2) This is an easily 
peelable casing which slightly detaches from the sausage 
before machine peeling.
This casing is mainly used for hard sausages and raw 
sausages but is also suitable for some cooked products.

NicoFibrous nature - easy peel (2.4) A fibrous casing 
with extremely high peelability - for cooked ham, cooked 
cured products, smoked ham - which are sliced at the 
production plant.
This casing is also suitable for cheese applications.

NicoFibrous nature - regular (1.5 + 1.8 + 2.2)

NicoFibrous nature - easy peel (2.2 + 2.4)

NicoFibrous nature - adhesive (1.2)

Your partner for consultation and development in the field of artificial casings and shrink bags

NicoFibrous nature®
T h e f I b r o u s C A s I n g

We will be happy to provide consultation on your premises at your request. 
Phone +49 (0) 2831 2746, fax +49 (0) 2831 980535, e-mail: info@nicolaisen-casing.de


